MILO
You know what. You need to take the edge off.

MAGGIE
Yeah, right. No.

MILO
Everybody’s doing it. If you don’t do it, no one will ever talk to you again.

MAGGIE
I’m not doing it.

MILO
Ross is doing it. Tina is doing it. Emily’s doing it. Casey’s doing it. Shannon is doing it.

MAGGIE
Shannon cannot be doing it.

MILO
Eric T and Eric S

MAGGIE
Eric T and Eric S too.

MILO
Eric S and Eric T are both doing it

MAGGIE
I’m not doing it

MAGGIE
I have a very serious question for you.

MILO
Mm-Hmm

MAGGIE
Will you goto the prom with me.

MILO
Uh-oh I think your gassy.
( MAGGIE moves MILO makes fart noises. )

MILO
Okay this won’t hurt. Ready.

( MAGGIE blocks MILO’s hand coming at her face )

MAGGIE
That hurt. You elbow went into my arm muscle.

MILO & MAGGIE ( Funny kid voices )
Your elbow went into my arm muscle, mister.

MAGGIE
Oh, my paper route is going to be screwed.
I’m getting out of her ( referring to head gear she is wearing )

( MAGGIE moves MILO makes fart noises. )

( MAGGIE imitates cracking sounds. )

MILO
That was a good joke.

MAGGIE
Thanks

MILO
I have to tell you something.

MAGGIE
What.

MILO
Last month in LA…

MAGGIE
What What

MILO
I ate pussy

MAGGIE
What What
MILO
I know I’m not proud of it.

MAGGIE
Why How Why Who

MILO
I She looked like a young Debbie Harry.
I was drunk and curious. I just couldn’t resist

MAGGIE
Oh my gosh. Well what how verdict

MILO
I was a little out to sea. I’ll tell you that.
Out in a wet stormy pungent sea.

MAGGIE
Ew

MILO
Alright now your turn.

MAGGIE
My turn.

MILO
I told you a secret.
You have to tell me a secret.

MAGGIE
I don’t have any secrets.

MILO
MAGGIE. MAGGIE DEAN

MAGGIE
I’m on birth control.

MILO
Really.
MAGGIE
Yeah. I hide it in the basket in the bathroom. 
I figure Lance won’t be looking for butterfly decorative soaps anytime soon. So it’s terrible.

MILO

Won’t it just be easy to tell Lance you’re not ready to have a kid.

MAGGIE
Yeah it would be a lot easier. But there’s a little more to it than that.

MILO
What

MAGGIE
It’s really bad.

MILO
What.

MAGGIE
I slept with my scuba instructor.

MILO
MAGGIE

MAGGIE
I know it sounds like a porno.

MILO
Just once

MAGGIE
With him?

MILO
With him

MAGGIE
Yeah. I took a French cooking class like six months ago.
MILO
MAGGIE

MAGGIE
And a nature photography course – I met this guy.

MILO
It’s a fetish is what it sounds like.

MAGGIE
If Lance finds out it will destroy him and I will not be able to live with myself.
Please say something.

MILO
I guess Lance just doesn’t do it for you.

MAGGIE
But why he’s so great. He’s so sweet and cute and nice and he would make such a great dad and he is the polar opposite of all the assholes that I’m used to dating. He doesn’t deserve a fucking whore as a wife.

MILO
You’re not a whore, so don’t say that please.

MAGGIE
Oh really. What would you call it then.

MILO
You’re a restless housewife with whore-like tendencies.

MAGGIE
Shut up. It doesn’t help.

MILO
Do you love him.

MAGGIE
Yeah, I do. He’s – he’s good.

MILO
Maybe good isn’t your thing.
MAGGIE
Maybe. What am I going to do.

MILO
You’re gonna do a bunch of nitrous with your gay brother.
You want talk about this more downstairs.
(MAGGIE and MILO slide to floor).
Ah, this hurts my back.

MAGGIE
Me too, my spine.

MILO
Why did I say let’s talk downstairs.

MAGGIE
I don’t know.

MILO
Wait what time is it.

MAGGIE
I don’t know.

MILO
Shit.

MAGGIE
What.

MILO
Come on, we gotta go.

MAGGIE
Why

MILO
I have a meeting.

MAGGIE
You have a meeting, with who

MILO
Uh with um Kevin Clancy from high school.
MAGGIE
Really

MILO
Yeah

MAGGIE
Cool. Can I come.

MILO
Uh, no. I think he wanted to make it kind of like a one-on-one kind of meeting.

MAGGIE
Oh

MILO
Is that weird. I'm sorry.

MAGGIE
No no it's fine

MILO
Is that cool

MAGGIE
Yeah yeah yeah

MILO
All right, we gotta go though. We gotta go